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ORS Blesses tae Warren Report (Again) 

it is not enough that the American public was given a farcical 

official\ report on the assassination of President Kennedy, CBS has now 

delivered | wapostereus—commeretel report on the same subject. 
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To no one's surprise, the -eotheneied inguiry arrived at the same 
\ 

\ 
\ 

conclusions as the official investigation, Wasn't that the purpose 

of the exercise? 

On four successive nights at the end of June 1967, CBS television 

presented one-hour programs purporting, to review the main criticisms 

and controversies which had arisen, particularly during the preceding 

year, and had progressively eroded publid confidence in the Warren Report. 

The most recent public opinion polls had shown 

that a large majority of the people did not b&lieve that the Warren 

Commission findings were correct and did not accep the fairy tale of the 

lone assassin, When seven out of ten people doubted\the Government's 

report, a harder sell was needed. Various news media spdéntaneously and 

voluntarily undertook to do the public relations job that the Government
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had flubbed, epg to Te oe the badly discredited Warren Report. 

Kven before CBS performed its heroic four-hour propaganda feat, NBC 

devoted an hour of prime viewing time to an all-out assault on the 

notorious "investigation" of the New Orleans District Attorney, Jim 

Garrison. The Garrison investigation was already strangling in its own 

grotesqueries, but NBC flogged this dying horse so savagely as to create 

we a . 
ey ete Lee, . vite ae focal 

an illusory martyrdom for the hapless Garrison, which was scarcely NBC's 

us ae EG bea Oo hes 

intention. In the same week, the Associated Press published its own 

study of the Warren Report and its critics. The AP report took up five 

pages of the Washington Post of June 25, 1967, the same date on which 

GBS began to telecast its four one-hour programs. The AP conclusions 

happened to coincide with those of CBS, and with the conclusions of the 

Warren Report, even though all three differed with each other on the central 

points of evidence on which their conclusions were based. 

The first two CBS hours went through the motions of presenting and 

reviewing evidence—both the Warren Commission's and evidence of its own, 

gathered by going over the same ground as the Commission or by tests and 

experiments and expert opinions commissioned by CBS itself. By the third
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ranged from 15.3 to 20.6 frames per second. By taking the slowest speed 

(15,3 frames per second) and adding 20 frames to the section of the 

Zapruder film (frames 210 to 318) said by the Warren Commission to encompass 

mth 
all the shots fired, CBS triumphantly raised ewes available time for += 

ining OY thoes shots by almost three seconds, or an increase of about 

two-thirds oP the Commission's estimate, The 20 frames were added at the 

bottom of the Zapruder film segment. CBS considered that the first shot 

had been fired at about frame 186 instead of frame 210, and that this shot 

had missed, 

The earlier timing of the first shot was postulated by CBS on the basis 

of findings by a photographic expert it had commissioned to analyze the 

gapruder film, frame by frame. This expert, Dr. Luis Alvarez of the 

Bahl) 
Univer sity of California, had noticed that in certain of the frames the 

picture was very blurred. m4 dist 

in “gh the. 
snLhe—bluered—frames,—inic 2 sineesireak, threat indicate that 

the cameraman had been startled b:r the sound of gunfire and had involuntarily 

jumped, jerking the camera and causing the blurs. From this data, CBS 

concluded that the first shot had been fired at frame 186 {not frame 210); 

the second, at about frame 243 5 and the third, as everyone agreed, 

at frame 313,



There is a small flaw in this postulate: In addition to the three 

blurred frames cited by BS and its expert, there are at least six the, 

whaeh erp rthy 
EEN frames Be—rese blurred. And no one, whether critic or 

LA 
apologist for the Warren Report, -semiausigacrecles, that there were as 

many as nine questa shots. 

CHS 
Before leaving this fascinating plece of detective work, we mist revert 

to the problem of the camera speed. The FBI had made a definite finding 

that Zapruder's camera was operating at 18.3 frames per second, a speed f 
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which CBS apparently rejects. On what basis does CBS challenge this 

finding? There are grounds for challenging it, but not those suggested 

by CBS. The FBI conducted reenactment tests, including a reenactment of 

the Zapruder film, on May 24, 1964. Zapruder's own camera was used during 

this experiment. But the segment of film that took 5.5 seconds in the 

original Zapruder film took only 3.5 seconds in the FBI replica film! 

In other words, the camera which was said to be operating on November 22, 

1963 at 18.3 frames per second was operating on May 24, 1964 at 26 frames 

per second. Indeed, critic Harold Weisberg in December 1966 declared , on ts dass 7, 

that the Zapruder film had been photographed at a speed of 24 frames per 

second, not 18.3, rovestingtel airren Commission documents which he had 
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e—Cetrocartea in the National Archives.) At that speed, Oswaid would have 

__ 

had only 4.5 seconds to fire three shots, under the Warren Commission's 

reconstruction (and only 5.3 seconds under CBS's). But the Commission 

stipulated that the mere operation of the bolt action on the assassination 

rifle, if it was fired three times, required 4.6 seconds without counting 

aiming time. 

CBS did not ignore Weisberg's claim that Zapruder's camera was 

f 

operating at 2) frames per second on the day of the assassination but wollen ty Al, 

7 Bpeeseonedto-comfzrs, in passing, that it was possible for the camera 

to run at that speed, if one of its levers was depressed. But CBS 

certainly did not accept the 24 frame speed, nor even the FBI's 18.3 frame 

determination. Both were rejected, without supporting argumentation other 

than the speedsof the five cameras tested for CBS, 4a test which proves 

. a- s . : absolutely nothing but serves to confuse-the mass audience which has little 

acquaintance with the evidence produced by the Warren Commission and certainly 

no expertise in evaluating it. 

; Ce, Fuk 
Another seder=exitturtiary problem which CBS did not shrink from tackling 

was that of the marksmanship required for the shooting of the President and 

the Governor, The Commission's marksmanship tests were generally conceded 

to be irrelevant, if not travesties, since they utilized master riflemen



shooting from an elevation only half as high as the Depository window, at 

stationary rather than moving tarzets. CBS set up its own tests, and to 

ach eye 
, its credit tried to iateedtwee geruine comparability with the original Poy? 

specifications. Riflemen were stationed in a tower correspond ing 

with the height and angle betweer the Depository window and the Presidential 

car as it traveled down Zlm Street, and targets were placed on a track 

moving away from the tower at eleven miles an hour. Certainly these 

CBS rifle tests appear at first glance to have the scientifie validity 

missing from those of the Warren Commission (which seems to have had 

less zeal or a smaller budget than CBS). The physical arrangements 

ChS Ch eee. 
for the, tests closely duels fhe scene at Dealey Plaza. # Did the CBS 

riflemen possess the same level of skill as Oswald, which is no less a 

prerequisite for the validity of the results? CBS did not enlighten us. 

Mr, Kronkite told us merely that eleven volunteers had fired a Mannlicher- 

varcano rifle of the same model as the alleged assassination weapon (it may 

be assumed that the replica rifle did not suffer, as did the original, from 

a defective bolt, a defective trigger, or an unusable scope), He did not 

give us all the results but only the results achieved by four of the 

ICV 4 eleven volunteers (and it may be assumed that these were the best. not the A



worst,-opemee)., Volunteer I, a State Trooper, got two hits and one near- 

miss (a miss is as good as a mile, no?) in 5 seconds. Volunteer II, also 

a State Trooper, sot 1 hit and two near-misses in 5.4 seconds, Volunteer 

ITI, a weapons engineer, got 3 hits in 5.2 seconds. Volunteer IV, a 

technician, got 1 hit and two misses in 4.1 seconds. 

State Troopers are officers of the law who must qualify at a fairly 

high level of skill as marksmen and who must maintain their skill by 

regular practice. Weapons engineers and technicians, too, undoubtedly 

engage in considerable shooting exercise in the normal course of their 

work, There is every reason to assume that these four volunteers were 

good #8 excellent marksmen, The other seven volunteers have not been 

specified or otherwise identified by CBS, If anyone regards that as 

virtual proof that their marksmanship was distinctly superior to Oswald's, 

I would net be inclined to dispute him, Oswald last shot for record 

shortly before he left the Marine Corps in 1959, achieving a score of 191 

~-or one point above the minimum on a scale of 60 (190 éeem to 250 Corie ) . 

The Warren Commission established no target practice by Oswald at any time 

in 1963; under its own reconstruction, the rifle was not even in his 

possession for at least two months before the assassination.
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In effect, then, 3 wewlekem State Trooper was equated by CBS with a man 

who was a maladroit rifleman in 1959 [Sone evidence suggests that even his (77 9 
ae eae et IRA ea 

Lintarmned » 

score of 191 was,contrived by an officer who did not want to spend another 

two weeks coaching this oa) nd had little or no subsequent rifle practice. 

es 

That is Ncomparabilityl? 4s 

Mr. Kronkite mentioned something else which should not pass without 

comment: that out of 37 tries, 17 were no good because of trouble with 

the rifle, It appears from this statistic that there is a 45 per cent 

risk of malfunction when this rifle is fired. One of Oswald's boyhood 

friends, when interviewed in New Jrleans a few days after the assassination, 

~~ a. poke lle lly On 2 
said that he owned }hemsememede] Mannlicher-Carcano ee—thet found in the 

Depository, but that he had stonped using it because he was afraid that 

it would exphode in his face, AAMARE TAG s rifle is said to be available 

at a wholesale price of three dollars, has been called "a cheap old weapon" 

by an FBI expert and less flattering names by others, and carries a high 

risk of malfunction, CBS finds no reason to doubt that it worked with tot 

Sebo efficiency in the hands of a nae OE yc ea umpanesaeies 

—aeenee; of course not
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There are more goodies in the CBS portfolio o& errant, 

_ ares tremenee mith bine Commission's wikthetbeeipeice wound penetration 

bhe Bs ple Teale, Ly. ! frekrorr 
exper imments -eyeer left CBS dissatisfied, treed, ests had been carried out 

in an effort to determine whether a bullet from the Mannlicher—Carcano 

rifle had sufficient energy to pass through a man's neck, another man's 

chest (smashing a rib), his wrist (fracturing the bone), and then enter 

his thigh superficially. CBS pointed out, quite rightly, that the 

Commission had utilized tests which did not line up all the test materials 

in a row (human cadaver parts, gelatin blocks, and goat carcasses) but made 

separate trials of the components, BS therefore returned to the Commission's 

own expert, Dr. Alfred Olivier, and had him set up blocks of gelatin corresponding 

with the neck, the chest, the wrist, and the thigh, at appropriate distances 

each from the other, In the wrist gelatin block a plywood board was 

SS oa can bea inserted co ablemuseclontines the wrist bone; but no representing 

a rib was introduced into the chest gelatin block, 

The purpose of this experiment was to validate (or diminate) the 

Single~missile theory--that is, the conclusion in the Warren Report that 

one bullet had inflicted all the wounds in two men except the fatal head shot. 

In the CBS tests, Mr. Kronkite reported, not one of the bullets had retained
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sufficient energy to strike or enter the thigh gelatin block: some of the 

bullets had become spent after entering the wrist gelatin block and had 

remained lodged there,(CBS did not indicate whether these bullets had 

penetrated the plywood before becoming spent-~a not insignificant point), 

Hy The logical conclusion to be drawn from the failure of all the test bullets 

to retain enough momentum to strike the thigh is that one bullet could not 

have inflicted all the wounds required by the single-missile theory. 

The CBS conclusion was that one bullet could have done it. 

har parreniteol 
But even if that conclusion : cians 

by (Belf 
wrormsesia, it is not sufficient,to authenticate the single-missile theory. 

The theory demands not only that a bullet could have made all the woinds 

but that the "stretcher bullet" (Commission Zixhibit 399) could and did 

do the job. Because the stretcher bullet is practically intact and 

Where falo A+ fore at Anseayarsoh 
undeformed, and its opbsinscomewinek—obcoumeieprerr ee SST OV TY 
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Gre Unceitarn ) 

at Parkland Hospital, the contention that this bullet traversed the President's 

Re LE 5 
neck and inflicted all the Governor's fractures and flesh wounds Wés =— 

7 pgectad 7 —— buss hat 

ost of the Commission's expert witne ssesyand all of its critics open-mouthed 

with sheer amazement aed twcrede hl , 
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“2, dovine obtained a favorable opinion from one expert and a negative 

opinion from another, pronounced its conclusion that the stretcher bullet 

aA . a 

had done all the damage, just eke the Commission said. But CBS ey 

vonccileswivesie carefully ; Pooet* from displaying a single one of the test 

bullets (these wirteittent—met—tede sd theweist gelatin block) obtaingd 

. t Ux #4 chS eect [phe fob Fel ~ on 
men wound penctratren tests, 3 

ven the Warren Commission showed us a test bullet from the—em-eimetchisien 
{ é 

\G. f boMbeities ) 

+f experiment—one which had simulated only the wrist shot, but emerged with a 

completely flattened and deformed nose. 

if the CBS wound penetration tests had yielded a single bullet resembling 

the pritidnenondinedomeas the stretcher bullet » what a triumph and vindication 

ty. . it would have been to display it to-te estimated 22 million membewe~eteiig 
Ly 

YatrS 
Sittin | From the fact that CBS neither displayed any of the test bullets, 

nor mentioned their condition on emerging from the gelatin blocks, one can 

easily draw the necessary and logical conclusion, 

As if gaining confidence from the ease with which all problems were 

being overcome, CBS next tackled the paradox of the fatal head shot. Although 

this shot supposedly struck the back of the President's head, the Zapruder film 

shows graphically that the impact of the shot thrust the President forcefully 

backward, not forward. Mr. Kronkite allowed as how the shot seemed to
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move Kennedy back, and then produced physicist Charles Wyckoff, who opined 

that the apparent explosion at the front of the head indicated that the 

bullet nad come from behind. While Dr. Wyckoff was not entirely clear 

in pronouncing himself on the backward thrust of the body in response to a 

bullet striking the back of the head, he seemed agreeable to repealing 

Newton's law of the conservation of momemtum, which has previously operated 

without interruption for millenia. 

Te 

Uk tow, the Wen BA week's 
TT idee “ &_SUSDen san obmisnempnede | 

AIM) op pat “EU Pender The 
Chr trite Seq Ee hoee STO rs tre eget remote rete 

WP ot tects : 

trang fects Soiree hos. 

FeSO STON LO PONT tiese seers: Nowhere in the Warren Report is there ? t } 

the smallest hint that the Zapruder film shows the President thrust backward 

by a bullet that should have sent him forward; nowhere in the Hearings and 

aixhibits is there the smallest hint that the Commission asked an opinion on 

this phenomenon from its medical and ballistics experts; nowhere, in short, 

did the Commission expose the facts or resolve the problem, It was the 

Sommission's critics who brought this crucial evidence to light, and even 

CBS has not been able to dispose of it.
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The next CBS feat was an exclusive interview with the autopsy surgecn, 

Captain J. J. Humes (formerly Commander). As Kronkite said proudly, Dr. 

Humes was breaking his silence of three and a half years for CBS, Asked 

to comment on allegations that the wound in the back of the President's 

ee)
 

4 neck was really well below his shoulders, Fumes explained. The 

burden of his statement was that the diagram of the wounds executed during 

the autopsy examination was merely a sketch, not intended to be accurate 

or precisely to scale. The schematic drawings, on the other hand, were 

both accurate and precise—-although the schematic drawings were executed 

more than three months after the autopsy by 8 medical artist who had never 

seen the body, on the basis of directions from Dr. Hume ggaekm must have 

relied almost exclusively on his nemory of the location and annearance of 

the wounds, having none of the autopsy photographs at his disposal. 

For those who consider this explanation weak or dubious, there is 

reassurance. Dr, Humes said in his exclusive CBS interview that he had 

viewed and authenticated the autopsy photographs and x-rays when they were 

deposited in the Archives (where no one may see them) in November 1966. 

The photographs wees completely Riaceroaanrd his testimony, his autops; : ¢ : esl g At psy 

report, and his schematic drawings he (ozad -



Since Dr, Humes is under suspicion in some quarters of having falsified 

or adjusted the autopsy findings, not everyone will be content with his 

self-Windication. But enough of Dr. Humes... 

After concluding ten eae ne, that Oswald had shot 

the President eadkhed=stet=-eremr, CBS turned to the Tippit murder. Cne of 

. ; pogate. ; tes . the questions raised += a Lon was why Tippit was out of his own 

district when he was shot to death, To Giepedl this tem,CBS interviewed 

how 
Murray Jackson, the Dallas police radio dispatcher, amt said to Be one of 

the late Tippit's dosest friends, Ga did not attend the funeral) Jackson 

was amused and a little patronizing about the so-called mystery of Tippit's 

departure from his assigned district. The reason he was in another district, 

Jackson said, was that he himself had sent him to central Oak Cliff, Because 

a great many patrolmen had been ordered to the Depository area, there were no 

patrols in the location where Tippit was killed. Jackson had sent him there 

Gow the a 2 _ ; : - om obsarce in case “Fa hold-up ememeleersy or, other crime was 4 
Preece e 

During the CBS review of the circumstances of the Tippit killing, excerpts 

from the sound record of the police radio were played at several points, But 

the record of Jackson's instruction to Tippit to move into central Oak Cliff 

--an instruction which has beenysubject of considerable scepticism, since it 

was omitted from the first transcript of the radio log prepared by the Dallas
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Police for the Warren Commission's edification--was not played by CRS. The 

sound recording of the instruction to Tippit is ™best evidence," not Jackson's 

CBS interview. CoS Was no more concerned with the rule of best evidence than 

the Warren Commission, although CBS at least questioned the Dallas police 

radio dispatcher while the Warren Commission neither questioned him nor 

obtained his sworn testimony on this or other important points which emerge 

in the radio logs. 

Jacksou's assurance that he sent Tippit to Oak Cliff because the men assiegned 

to that section of Dallas has been rushed to the Depository, leaving Oak Cliff 

without police officers to handle any breach of the law, left CBS beaming with 

tha unc 
satisfaction. That only betrays the inadequate scholarship and «ax ‘ of the 

CBS investigators. If they had acquired the necessary familiarity with the ¢yrcduwee 

ELE AER lB EAE BL BI they would have recognized 

Jackson's story gh’the invention it is. The fact is that central Oak Cliff 

consists of some ten or more uumbered districts (numbers 22-23, 91-96, and 

108-109, as how: on the Dallas Police Radio Patrol District Map}. Oly the 

“policemen stationed in districts 93 and 95 were restationed at the Depository; 

the officers assigned to the other eight districts remained in position--including 

those in districts 109 (from which Tirpit reported his location at "Lancaster and



Oth" at 12:54 peme) and 91 (in which Tippit was shot, while the assigned officer, 

Mentzel, was present and fio, his duties). It was Tippit's own 

district, number 78, which was left unmamied when Tippit departed, for reasous 

stili unknown, from his assigned location. 

The cited examples of the "CBS News fuquiry: The Warren Report" suffice 

to demonstrate a lack of competence, candor, and objectivity which rival or even 

surpass the Warren Commission's outrages. CBS first tried to sanctify the 

Warren Report in a special broadcast on September 29, 1964, on the eve of its 

release to the public and some two months before the publication of the 26 

volumes of evidence. Almost three years later, CBS had to spend four more 

hours sprinkling holy water on this discredited and repugnant document, sparing 

no expense or exertion in this rehabilitation project. CBS was disquieted because 

the polls showed that seven out of ten americans did not believe the Warren Report. 

Now that CBS has unveiled its own investigation and promouticed its couclusions, 

the ratio showld rise to wine out of ten. The public, after all is said and done, 

sometimes has an acute sense of smell. 
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